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The trend towards standardisation at different price and service levels may be noticed on the part of tour operators, in the hotel industry and systematic gastronomy. Back in the 90-tties this trend reached the new quality.
From customer view, the success of standardisation is based on several advantages: favourable prices, efficiency, possibility for calculations, forecast and control, on one hand, and diversified offer, on the other. From
the point of view of placement, standardisation increases transparency. It facilitates calculations and sale at the
market.
Tourists wish no more to buy cheap brands, i.e. to travel to "cheap destinations"; they wish to buy good brands
cheaply. It means that they seek high quality at favourable prices, linked to the image the prestige brings about.
The suppliers meet these increasing demands by improving quality in hotel's substance (room size, furbishing,
alternatives to restaurants) and by extending the offer, primarily with leisure activities, entertainment, care and
gastronomy.

(Master plan for the development of tourism by the year 2020)

THE
PRAGUE
FAIR
Again this year the
National
Tourism
Organisation
of
Montenegro presented
Montenegrin
tourism
offer for the season 2006
at the international
tourism fair "Holiday
World" held in Prague
from 23rd to 26th February. On 23rd February, the Ministry of
Tourism and the National Tourism Organisation held a press
conference hosted by the director of the National Tourism
Organisation of Montenegro, Vojin Vlahovic.
The conference was attended by some 30 journalists from a
range of media, such as TVF, Radio Vltava, Cesky Rozhalas 6,
Sky, Ski Magazin, TTG Travel Trade Gazete, Prager Zeitung and
so on. Major tour operators were also present: Vitkovice Tours,
Tipa Tour, Kovotour, Time Travel etc., as well as numerous
prospective investors and business people.
The most significant tour operators present at the Montenegrin
market are: Adria Travel spol. s r. o., The Cedok, Kompas Praha,
Fischer, Kovotour Plus, Gong Tour, Quick Tour, Retur, Poznani,
MH Travel, Delta Tour, Madea, Valaska, Tour Line, GT Tour,
Time travel, Vitkovice tours, CK Adriatic Curatio, Tipa Tour.
The Prague fair gathered some 500 exhibitors from over 40
countries of the world. Journalists showed great interest for
Montenegro, considering that in 2005 Montenegro had 23,517
Czech visitors accounting for 206,418 overnight stays, or 13% of
the total international arrivals. The data show that the Czech
market ranks third in its share of the total foreign tourism trade
of Montenegro.

BRUSSELS
The tourism offer of Montenegro was presented at the international tourism fair "Brussels Holiday Show" held in Brussels
from 9th to 13th February.
Within the five-day presentation of Montenegro, on the first
working day of the fair a press conference was held hosted by
the Minister of Tourism, Predrag Nenezic, the Ambassador of
Serbia and Montenegro in Brussels, Milica Pejanovic Djurisic
and the NTO director Vojin Vlahovic.
The conference was attended by some 30 journalists from
renowned media like Europe Diplomatic Magazine, De
Standaard, Evita, Touring Explorer, Golf revue, Huisarts-Jet
Magazine, Liberty TV, Kreo Vakantienoegens, etc. Major tour
operators were also present: Thomas Cook, Neckermann,
ExpTours, Christophair, Club Thalasso Europ, and many
potential investors and people from the business community.
Minister Nenezic presented Montenegrin tourism product, the
investment opportunities into tourism of Montenegro, and current issues in present and future tourism development.
Journalists showed great interest for Montenegro, recording
this year the increase of Belgian visitors. According to official
statistics, by the end of November 2005 there were 1,149 visitors to Montenegro with the total of 6,907 nights.
Presenting the tourism product of Montenegro, the stand of the
National Tourism Organisation gathered HTP "Budvanska rivijera", HTP "Milocer", "Montenegrostars", "Plantaze",
"Montenegro Airlines", HP "Fjord", representatives of the
Association of Hotel and Restaurant Owners and Operators
and the Association of Travel Agencies of Montenegro,
"Marine Zone Management", etc.

The National Tourism Organisation and the tourism businesses
and strategic partners were presented for the eleventh time in a
row at this, as experts say, largest and most influential tourism
event of the Central and Eastern Europe. Presenting Montenegrin
tourism product, the National Tourism Organisation gathered
"Beppler and Jacobson", HTP " Budvanska rivijera", JP "Morsko
Dobro","Otrant" hotel, HTP "Mimoza", HTP "Onogost", HTP
"Milocer", HTP "Korali", HTP "Ulcinjska rivijera", travel agencies "Globtour" and "Amon Express", Tourism Organisation of
Bar, CHF Montenegro at its stand.
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Minister of Tourism on a working
visit to Vienna
ontenegrin Minister of Tourism, Predrag Nenezic
went on a working visit to Vienna, at the invitation of the president of the European Travel
Commission and the CEO of the Austrian Tourist
Office, Dr Arthur Oberascher.

M

During his stay, the Minister had a meeting with Michael
Frenzel, president of TUI management, the largest travel concern in the world. Mr Frenzel informed Minister Nenezic of
the favourable market trends this year, in which TUI is to provide full service for 18 million tourists and have the revenues
of over 20 billion.
During the Vienna discussions three topics were highlighted.
Internet, as a powerful tool to enhance tourism products has
been in the focus of largest world travel and tourism organisations for years already. The European Travel Commission will
provide support to the Ministry of Tourism of Montenegro in
introducing up-to-date IT technologies into the Montenegrin
tourism offer.
Another major topic under discussion was the investments into
Montenegrin tourism infrastructure. It has been concluded
that there is plenty of room for enhancing cooperation with
TUI, for 4 years already bringing visitors to Montenegro,
especially regarding investments and possible introduction of
TUI hotel chain RIU into Montenegro that would significantly increase the quality of offer in a short period of time.
Another topic they touched upon was the importance of emergence of low fares airlines on the market, as a significant factor for fast increase of visitor spending and the extension of

the season. TUI, which owns
two such airline companies, and
many other air carriers are
interested to commence cooperation with Montenegro,
something the Government is to
decide upon in the coming
period.
During his stay, minister
Nenezic had a meeting with the
directors of tourism organisations of Italy and Hungary.
They discussed the enhancement
of cooperation in the field of

tourism promotion and establishing
firmer links among tourism industries
of these countries. The very first
concrete step will be joint participation with Hungarian partners at the
promotion of Montenegrin tourism in
Budapest on 17th March this year.
Close to the end of his visit, minister Nenezic was a guest at the prestigious Vienna opera ball, one of the
largest social gatherings of the kind
in Europe.

AMERICAN TOURISTS IN MONTENEGRO
The arrival of the first organised group of American visitors
marked the beginning of this year tourism season at the
Budva's Riviera.

their programme, primarily at the request of visitors themselves.
After this package has been offered to the market, the response was
unexpectedly good and is sold extremely well.

A group of American visitors arrived in Montenegro through the
"Vantage Travel", one of the leading tour operators in America.

The booking of this company accounts for 12% of passengers for
Vienna and Budapest, 20% for Vietnam, while the booking for
Montenegro amounts to 52%, or the best result ever achieved in the
history of the company.

Vantage Travel" is a world renowned tour operator selling
packages for affluent market customers, present at all the
high-quality destinations from Australia and New Zealand,
to Asia, Europe and America.
Montenegro, as a destination, was included last year into
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During their stay in Montenegro, the US visitors will be staying at the
"Montenegrostars" hotel in Becici, which has signed a contract with
the Boston-based travel agency "Vantage Travel" for the arrival of
American visitors until the end of this year and throughout 2007.
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MONTENEGRO
AT THE INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
FAIR IN NURNBERG
or the third time in a row, the Tourism Organisation of Montenegro
in cooperation with the Tourism Organisation of Bar and FrancMontenegrin Association "Framog" from Nurnberg, presented the
Montenegrin tourism product at the international tourism fair "Freizeit
Garten Touristik" in Nurnberg, which was opened on 25th February this
year.

F

There were some 800 exhibitors at the fair from 22 countries and some
200,000 visitors. The fair is to be open until 5th March 2006, and in the
International Tourism Hall the visitors will have the opportunity to obtain
information on the tourism offer of Montenegro for the coming tourism season 2006.
The business delegation of Montenegro was headed by the Minister of Tourism
Predrag Nenezic, who during the working visit made many contacts with figures of political and business life in an effort to extend cooperation with this
segment of the
German market.
Within the presentation of Montenegro,
on Saturday 25th
February, at the
"Arvena Park" hotel
an official dinner was
organised for people
form the business
community and figures of political and
cultural life of the
Franc region, taking the opportunity to present the Montenegrin tourism

offer to the esteemed guests. There were some 150 invitees at the dinner, including the honorary and regular
members of the "Framog", their partners and friends from
Germany, diplomatic representatives of Montenegro and
the representatives of the Association of Montenegrins
from diaspora.

www.mturizma.cg.yu

www.visit-m
montenegro.org
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AWARDS FOR PARTICIPANTS TO
“TRADITIONAL MONTENEGRIN
CUISINE 2005“ CAMPAIGN
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"Gifts a
The campaign of National Tourism Organisation under the slogan
"Gifts and Flavours of Nature" initiated in 2004, aiming to upgrade
the quality of restaurant services, was successfully continued in 2005.

A special panel granted awards in the following categories:
national restaurants, traditional restaurants, hotels buffets
and the category of 'other participants to the campaign'.

The best participants to the campaign were granted awards at the
official ceremony held in Becici on 3rd March this year.

In the category of national restaurants the awards went to
"Koliba" from Bogetici, "Konak" from Cetinje, "Jadran kod
Krsta" from Budva, "Stari mlini" from Kotor and "Catovica
mlini" from Morinj.

The campaign was pursued in cooperation with the Association of
Chefs of Montenegro and the strategic partners of the Ministry of
Tourism and the National Tourism Organisation. The contribution to
the campaign implementation was also given by the marketing
agency "AMC Communication" from Budva, that were involved in
the publication of a mini cook book with all the restaurants participating to the campaign and the recipes for traditional dishes, then
stickers for all restaurants participants of the "National Cuisine 2005".
Over the past year the campaign was promoted by presentations
and tasting of Montenegrin dishes during the fairs and exhibitions
as well as during the "Days of Montenegro in the United Nations"
in Vienna in September last year.

As for traditional restaurants, the awards went to: "Masa"
from Podgorica, "Nautilus" Igalo, "Porto" Budva, "Balsica
dvori" Ulcinj and the restaurant of "Pine" hotel from Tivat.
For hotel buffets, the awards went to "Montenegro" Becici,
"Maestral" Milocer, "Queen of Montenegro" Becici, "Teuta"
Risan and "Akvamarin" from Budva.
Apart from awards granted to the most successful participants of the campaign which contributed significantly to the
promotion and preservation of traditional Montenegrin
cuisines, a number of scrolls of gratitude were also given.

This year's campaign gathered 117 restaurants, or 22 more than in
2004. The host at the awards ceremony was the director of the
National Tourism Organisation, Vojin Vlahovic.

Winter season
Judging by this year's winter tourism figures, positive
trends compared to the previous year's tourism data for
the same period may be noted.
As was forecasted by our economic policy, a stable winter tourism season is developing successfully, seeing,
both at the coast and in the mountains, some 30% visitors more than last year.
According to the
official statistics, in January
this
year
Montenegro
had 11,988 visitors,
8,129
domestic and
3,859 interna-
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tional, accounting for the total
of
48,047
nights.
According to the
preliminary data
of the Tourism Inspectorate services, in February there were
46,920 visitors, 26,770 domestic and 20,150 international.
During this winter season 66 hotels were in operation, or 30%
more than last year, which, among other things, led to better
occupancy rates both at the coastal and the northern region of
Montenegro.
Although the winter season is nearing its end, Montenegrin
winter tourism centres are continuing with the season even in
March.
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